Over spring break, hs band students traveled to
California. While there, they visited many well known
sites, such as Griffith Observatory, saw a Renaissance
show, and participated in a clinic at SDSU.
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STEMi Experience
Hudson was selected to be part of a pilot
group to explore a STEMi. This semi
filled with opportunities for students to
explore
science,
technology,
engineering, and math. The first group
introduced to the STEMi were grades 7
-12 and 3rd grade, who used the 3Dtechnology to explore layers of anatomy
and the wonders of nature. Though it
was one facility, the experience varied
for all learners. "(The freshmen) have a
perspective, the 3rd graders have a
perspective, the teachers have a
perspective. We all have a different
perspective (of the technology)," said hs
science teacher John Paulson. The
STEMi later returned to Hudson so that
other elementary students could
explore the technology.
Techno Wizards

3rd graders run towards the STEMi for a quick
picture.|HS social studies teacher Paul
Simmer plays with the 3D computer.
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At the San Diego Zoo,
freshmen Nathan &
Elvaray Wikle get up
close and personal
with a lizard.

6th grader Levi Budreau's gives his first
public jazz solo at the 31st annual Fill the
Aud concert. During this two hour show,
people saw the hs and jh show choirs
perform five songs each. The audience also
got to experience the smooth tunes from
the hs and jh jazz bands. That following
weekend, Budreau won honorable
mention for Best Soloist at NEIBA. He was
the only 6th grader to do so at this
competition.

On the plane ride to
California, senior Alli
Weaver asked sophomore
Caleb McCullough to be
her date to prom.
McCullough said yes.
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Jazz Champs
Freshman Abi Henderson accompanies
fellow freshman Johnny Hartleip during
his jazz solo at the NEIBA compeititon
hosted at Hudson. The Hudson hs jazz band
competed against 20 schools, but by the
end of the day, Hudson earned the highest
score of the day and won 1st in Class 1A.
This ranking also led to an invite for the
band to perform at the state competition in
April where they would go on to place the
highest for any Hudson jazz band to date.

